Find the correct answer for each problem.

1. Find the root word of **tallest**
   - tall
   - est
   - tal

2. Find the suffix of **tallest**
   - tall
   - est
   - lest

3. Find the root word of **unhappy**
   - un
   - happ
   - happy

4. Find the prefix of **unhappy**
   - un
   - unh
   - happy

5. Find the root word of **sadness**
   - ness
   - sadne
   - sad

6. Find the suffix of **sadness**
   - ’s
   - ness
   - ess
Find the correct answer for each problem.

7. Find the root word of **disagree**
   - dis
   - agree
   - disag

8. Find the prefix of **disagree**
   - dis
   - agree
   - di

9. Find the root word of **teacher**
   - teach
   - er
   - cher

10. Find the suffix of **teacher**
    - teach
    - er
    - cher

11. Find the root word of **golden**
    - den
    - old
    - gold

12. Find the suffix of **golden**
    - den
    - en
    - gold
Find the correct answer for each problem.

13. Find the root word of unable
   un  ab  able
   O    O    O

14. Find the prefix of unable
   un  ab  able
   O    O    O

15. Find the root word of joyful
   joy  ful  oy
   O    O    O

16. Find the suffix of joyful
   joy  full  ful
   O    O    O

17. Find the root word of become
   be  come  bec
   O    O    O

18. Find the prefix of become
   be  come  bec
   O    O    O
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Find the correct answer for each problem.

19. Find the root word of **dishonest**
   honest  dish  dis
   ◯  ◯  ◯

20. Find the prefix of **dishonest**
   honest  dish  dis
   ◯  ◯  ◯

21. Find the root word of **youngest**
   young  you  gest
   ◯  ◯  ◯

22. Find the suffix of **youngest**
   young  gest  est
   ◯  ◯  ◯

23. Find the root word of **reheat**
   re  eat  heat
   ◯  ◯  ◯

24. Find the prefix of **reheat**
   re  eat  heat
   ◯  ◯  ◯